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to ishani... this is what i say is the difference between learned people and unlearned people... i guess u didnt understand any of the blogs written over here, i clearly said that the quran doesnt promote violence and all my blogs clearly states that islam doesnt promote violence.
First understand the meaning of Jihad, dont look for the meaning in Google.. if i have to know a meaning of any sanskrit word i will look for it in the sanskrit dictionary not in some site, which is got no authencity at all.. and you can be rest assured that i am peace loving muslim
and not like people who just know to point fingers just because they are muslims. to speak on any topic you need to have knowledge about that topic, but here there are no facts, just assumptions and my dear friend Assumptions is the mother of all F_ ck ups didnt you know
that. I will give you the same advice, dont just go by the what others say, read and understand anything before you spill your beans onto others. I am INdian and Hindu. This is not the time to blame Muslims or Pakistan and get caught in the vicious circle of a needless blame

game. Just because a terrorist came in from Karachi does not make him a tool of Pakistani state sponsored terrorism. He could have come in from another Indian city as well. Hindus and Muslim have lived in peace for thousands of years and India welcomes all - Jews, Muslims,
Hindus, Parsis, Buddhists. We are a soft country, forgiving and essentially peaceful. This incident should not alter our peacable character or the Indian will no longer be. Aug 31, 2019, Dr. Sania Nishtar together with Secretary Poverty Alleviation and Social Safety Division, Shaista
Sohail visited the Saylani Welfare International Trust, which is a Pakistani charity focusing on social welfare of the poor and distressed. Here, she spent a long time inspecting each of Saylani Trust. She took keen interest in the food distribution system of Saylani Trust. We will be

discussing ways of opening Joint Langars, beginning in the city of Islamabad, said Dr. Nishtar. Saylani Welfare Trust endeavors to provide the quality services in areas including food, education, medical and social welfare free of cost to the marginalized people. With over 60
different sectors, they primarily feed thousands of hungry people each day, hundreds more are given the hope of life through medical health care, many are educated to become leaders of tomorrow and several are given the opportunity to stand on their feet financially.Their

physical presence extends throughout Pakistan with a vast network of 125 branches operating in major cities including Karachi, Lahore, Islamabad, Rawalpindi, Hyderabad and Faisalabad.
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